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STATISTICAL PROCESS CONTROL

SOLDER PASTE AND CHALLENGES FACED

HIGH DENSITY INTERCONNECT (HDI)
SOLDER FLUX

SOLDER POWDER

Component miniaturization with HDI, and drivers for improved reliability are metrics frequently heard when
talking about solder paste (flux and powder). All markets are looking for improved sustainability: from
printing Cpk's' void levels, the impact of QFN's, flux spattering, tin whiskers, ENIG reliability, the reliability of
application and build under high duress of temperature/humidity/cycling/ageing, head in pillow (HiP) and to
non-wet opens (NWO). Tools that show improved Cpk build improved transparency in CoO allowing us to
develop joint goals and identify scope for improvements.

PCB BOARD COMPLEXITY OVER THE YEARS:

Size of PCB Board

Number of components

PCB size dimensions on average are reducing 1 – 3% CAGR, but the I/O interconnects are increasing at a rate
of 20 – 40% CAGR. To overcome the real estate PCB drivers, functionality necessitates smaller components
and improved assembly technologies. To combat HDI demands often over-engineered printing solution(s) are
offered, but solder jetting is now a viable technology entry into the market with improvements in CpK
generated with tighter tolerances.
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Component reality size check.

DEPOSIT ANALYSIS – STATISTICALLY
Cp is an indicator of process capability; it is the number of times the spread of the process fits into the required
tolerance width. The higher the value of Cp, the better the process. If Cp = 2.5, the spread of the process fits 2½
times into the tolerance width, while Cp = 1 means that the six-sigma spread is equal to the tolerance widths. With
any new technology entry into the market, it is important to differentiate against material capability.
Cp examples

The Process Capability Index, or Cpk, describes a data set’s averageLSLand
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compared with a target average and specified control limits. It is used extensively throughout industry to
provide snapshots of process performance. For solder paste, we can evaluate performance using Cpk (given that
the process is "in control" using SPI).
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One of a Solder Paste Inspection (SPI) machines’
many features is the ability to calculate Cpk values
of solder paste deposits. In most cases, SPI
machines calculate Cpk values based on the
theoretical stencil aperture volume, or 100%
transfer efficiency, and upper and lower control
limits of ±50%. The control limits can be changed in
the program, but the target of 100% usually cannot
be modified. The function of the control limits is to
target the center of the process on the target value which will show the limit of a stable process. If we
change the tolerance limit from the mean, we
change our measurement of process capability.
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Adjacent is a commonly used control graph, where the position and spread of the process are monitored
with the help of control limits. If a point falls outside a control limit in the graph, the process control can be
challenged; however, Cpk can sometimes be misleading:
• If it compares the mean and standard deviation against specifications and combines into a single digit
• Or if the low Cpk is due to:
• the standard deviation being high
• or if the average is far from the target (which is usually 100%)
• or if the artificial target of 100% is inaccurate
To optimize specifically for high transfer or low variation, review both LSL and USL values independently.

ON-LINE DEFECTS
In a quality control context, DPMO stands for defects per million
opportunities that lie outside the tolerance limits. Cpk 1.00
means that 2700 PPM (0.27%) of the manufactured parts are out
of tolerance, while Cpk 1.33 means that 63 PPM (0.0063%) are
rejects. Some of the challenges associated with Cpk's as calculated
are shown below. Each defect is a cost metric.
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(Challenges)

Commentary
Excellent transfer efficiency, improves yield,
reduces underside stencil wipe frequency,
and increases line capacity. Reduced
rework. Confirmed tolerance settings.

•
•

Thin stencil: high Cpk more challenging to
maintain with process optimization
Jetting – small deposits
Homogenous Paste

•
•

TAL for IMC
Flux choice

Medium
1.3 – 2.0

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Volume inconsistencies
Slump (cold)
Temperature (rheological impact)
Stability of Paste (stencil life/abandon time)
Underside stencil wipe frequency
Area ratio limitation
Re-centering of mean volumes

•
•
•
•
•

Mid-chip solderballs
Graping
De-wetting
HiP
Die Tilt

A mid-level Cpk can cause significant
rework. Rework can be quick and easy
(misprint cleaning), or rework can be
complex (component replacement).
Confirmed tolerance settings.

Low
< 1.3

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Volume inconsistencies
Slump (cold)
Temperature (rheological impact)
Stability of Paste (stencil life/abandon time)
Process setup - underside stencil wiping
Area ratio limitation
Re-centering of mean volumes

•
•
•
•
•

Mid-chip solderballs
Graping
De-wetting
HiP
Die Tilt

Low Cpk would produce very poor TE
consistency – resulting in rework levels
that would increase average price of unit.
Correction of bring process back into
control, but understanding product/process
limits vs. requirements. Confirmed tolerance
settings.

High
> 2.0

Bridging

Head-in-Pillow (HiP)

Tombstoning/Drawbridge

Poor Lead Solderability

Mid-Chip Balling (MCB)

Graping

ADDITIONAL MATERIAL SOLUTIONS
Market Challenges

Attribute (Paste)

Application/Benefit

Over 60% of SMT defects result from the solder
paste deposition process. As HDI increases,
printing/jetting become interchangeable viable
process solutions, avoiding paste deposition
inconsistencies.

Board requirements for fine pitch. If large
components require more paste, jetting
additional material is option with future AOI AI
(artificial intelligence).

Jetting capability is up 1 M deposits per hour, which
aligns to large board designs. If AOI system is QA
mode and Cpk numbers are challenging due to board
complexity, adding jetting solution in parallel to printing
technology can offer process enhancement with tighter
control and reduced rework. Critical for reliability.

STOA PCB designs require finer solder powder for
<0201 CC and <0.3mm pitch array components,
but remainder of SMT is traditional. Jetting offers
a potential alternate path for improvements in
deposition rate control.

Printing I/O’s: up to 3.0M per hour
Dispensing I/O’s: ~0.1M per hour
Jetting I/O’s up to 1.0M per hour
Each alternate process has their own
deposition rates but each process has their
own degree of control and accessibility. But
each solution needs own formulation.

Jetting speed allows for cycle times down to 30 sec. per
board (comparable to printing) – but the Cpk can be a
metric to enhance control, improve yield, reduce in-line
process challenges, and improve yield and therefore
capacity.

Volume control with non-planar laminates
causes frequent challenges. As laminate
thickness reduces YoY, built in automated z-axis
correction tools are key metrics for improved
process control.

Paste deposit volume consistency challenges
with flexible boards.

Improved process control, AI system would address
paste starvation challenges (without additional process
steps and keep cycle times minimized). Z-axis and
volume control with jetting technology can overcome
substrate warpage.

Over engineered solution is requirement
currently for PCB assembly (not all components
necessitate T5 powder/step stencil/3D stencil).

Board requirements for fine pitch, don't always
need finest powder available.
Typically 60% of PCB needs > 0.4 mm pitch
Typically 95% of PCB > 0201 CR/CC.

With jetting solution, there is option to have mixed
solder deposition solution, and avoid over development
of PSD usage.

Currently, there are no alternates to printing
for high Cpk deposition, Jetting offers a
multi-functional solution.

Material compatibility. Using standard printing
paste in conjunction with solder jetting will
increase throughput and yield (first time pass)

PSD fine powder reduction. Used as secondary function
for smaller CC, CSP, and laminate components where
fine powder over engineers 90% of PCB’s. Essential to
have technology compatibility.

Historic PCB with low density interconnect.

Current PCB with HDI.

Comparing deposition technologies, one metric
that diﬀerentiates material quality is the process
capability. For printing the tolerance is typically
control, for exam
tolerance control, process Cpk will be impacted
and process is more diﬀerentiable. Cpk values
can be correlated to defect rates. Defect rates
can be correlated to costs. The adjacent image
shows Cpk's and their associated defect rates in
defects per million opportunities.

USL

LSL
Industry preference
Cpk variance and impact on parts per million.

LOCTITE®
Market

LOCTITE GC 18
T4

LOCTITE GC 18
Benefits

On-line paste
utilization

75%

> 95%

End of day and old
process can be
challenged

Start up time
(hours)

4 – 24

0

Eliminates shift
down time

Abandon time (minutes):
at 30, 60, 90, 120
(AR > 0.66)
Cpk

> 1.33

> 2.50

Cleaning frequency
reduction

Abandon time (minutes):
at 30, 45, 60
(AR < 0.66)
Cpk

> 1.33

< 1.33

Paste utilization increase

Continuous print time (hours): 8
% viscosity change

> 1.33

> 3.00

Improvements in yield
(improved sustainability)

Continuous print time (hours): 8
0.25 mm opening,
Cpk

> 15%

< 13%

Viscosity change
(no impact on
performance)

Understencil clean frequency:
(AR > 0.66),
maintaining Cpk

5

10

Capacity increase
(use optimized cleaning
regiment)

Attribute

Process

Process
Printing

* AR – Area Ratio
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